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Procedural Personalities Meet 3D Base Building, and
Survival

Montreal, Canada, March 29, 2017 (Newswire.com) -  Jellyfish
Games announced the launch date for the Astrobase

Command Kickstarter. The crowdfunding event is slated to kick off at 3AM EST on Kickstarter,
April 25th, 2017.

            "You are the leader of an Astrobase crew trying to survive in a lost corner of the
universe. Leaders know that their crew's personalities are at least as important as their skills
when entrusting them with key responsibilities. Every choice you make will be the difference
between life and death in the void. Do you have what it takes to be an Astrobase
Commander?"
 

Crowdfunding the Final Steps

"We've spent the last three-and-a-half years defining
and refining the BASE (Build, Administer, Survive,
Explore) concept, following an unsuccessful
Kickstarter in November 2013. We toughed it out
and are now back with a beautiful game that will
showcase the innovation that drives our team,"
states Adam Blahuta, President of Jellyfish Games.

Founded in 2013, Jellyfish Games is an independent game development studio based in
Montreal. The studio focuses on deep systems-driven games and specializes in procedural
development.

###

Astrobase Command is a trademark of Jellyfish Games.

The names of actual companies and products mentioned herein may be the trademarks of
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their respective owners.

About Astrobase Command:
           
            Base-building games have always been limited to building on a flat plane, and
procedural games have always relied on shallow characters with heavily pre-authored
personalities.

Jellyfish Games changes this all with its revolutionary PC game, Astrobase Command. Plan
carefully as you build your space station across all three dimensions.

Each crewmember has a memory and will act according to their unique personality. Assign
your work parties with care. Some people just don't know how to get along. You'll need to
make difficult decisions. Will you send your disposable newbie on a dangerous mission to
collect badly needed resources, or will you risk your hardened veteran to get the job done?

Astrobase Command does away with conventional user interfaces. You'll use the tools on
your desktop, including a powerful datapad, to recruit your crew, send them on away
missions to far-away planets, and expand your Astrobase. Check out videos and screenshots
at http://astrobasecommand.com/

Projected system requirements: Windows XP SP2 and later; Intel i3-3250 or AMD equivalent;
4GB system memory; and a Vulkan compatible graphics card.

For more information, press only:

Adam Blahuta
+1 (514) 954-7704
info@jellyfish.games
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